The sea and gluon polarizations in the proton are investigated by considering the anomaly effect and the broken·SUA3) sea. It is found that the sign and magnitude of the sea and gluon contribu· tions demanded by the experimental data, are strongly correlated to the amount of the valence quark spins and the SUA3) symmetry breaking parameter.
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Vol. 89, No.1 where q±(x, Q2)( q ±(x, Q2)) and g±(x, Q2) are the quark (antiquark) densities with helicity ± 1/2 a.nd the gluon densities with helicity ± 1, respectively.
The parton polarizations, carried by quarks, antiquarks and gluons in the proton, are constrained by the following three relations:
i) The Bjorken sum rule lD ) imposes the following constraint: (1) where the value of Kl is determined from the neutron beta decay (Kl =1.254 ± 0.006). 8) ii) From the hyperon beta decays, it follows that
where the value of K2 is equal to 0.685±O.08; 9) iii) From the EMC result of the polarized structure function of the proton,
where K3=Jbdxg/(x, Q2)=0.126±0.018 at Q2=10.7 GeV
Then we consider the anomaly effece) First, we investigate the relation of the valence quark spins and the SUA3) symmetry breaking parameter to the sea and gluon polarizations in the proton. We allow a distinction between the valence and sea quarks of the proton as
Llu=Lluv+Llus+Llus,

Lld=Lldv+Llds+Llds ,
where the subscripts V and S denote valence and sea, respectively. Let us define the valence quark spins (27v) as 27v=Lluv+ Lldv .
From the isospin invariance, the Bjorken sum rule is reduced to
Lluv-Lldv=Kl.
If 27v is given, we have the relations
from Eqs. (4) and (5) . The magnitudes of valence quarks are determined irrelevant to the constraints of Eqs. (2) and (3). Therefore, they give restrictions to the sea and gluon polarizations.
We consider the broken-SU f (3) sea because of the s1;r.~mge quark mass effect. We introduce the SUA3) symmetry breaking parameter 0 as When 0=1, the sea is SUi3) symmetric. Then, we have };V=K2 from Eq. (2). From Eq. (3), the spins carried by the sea quarks and gluons are correlated due to the relation (6) where Llqs=Llqs + Llqs with Llqs=Llus+ Llds+ Llss and so on. Thus, we cannot restrict the sign and magnitude of sea and gluon polarizations without a further constraint.
Assuming that 0=;1=1, we get the following relation: (7) from Eq. (2). It is noted that the sign of the sea polarization is specified by the magnitudes of a and };v and is determined irrelevant to the constraint of Eq. (3).
Thus, Eq. (7) implies that the sea polarization is negative and positive when (0-1) X(K2-};V)<0 and (0-1)(K2-};v»0. Then, we have the limits as
On the other hand, the gluon polarization is constrained by Eq. (3). We have
From Eqs. (7) and (9), the first moments Llqs and Llg are correlated as
The polarization Llg is strongly dependent on the moment Llqs from Eq. (9 
where Ko=IK2-Ivl, Llg+=Llgo+ 7rKo/as and Llg-=Llgo-7rKo/as. Therefore, we can determine the sign and magnitude of Llqs and Llg, if Iv and B are given. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . Next, we investigate the value of Iv and B. As an example, let us calculate the valence quark spins Iv from the viewpoint of a constituent quark model with cascade mechanism, which was previously investigated in Ref. 6 ). Now, we assume such a two-component nucleon model that proton is written in the form
where Q and G denote the constituent quark and gluon, respectively and 8 is the mixing angle. The state IQQQ> is described by the SU(6)-wave function (56, L=O), while the state IQQQG> by the wave function with a spin-l/2 colour-octet three-quark coupled with a spin-1 colour octet gluon to make a colour-singlet state with total angular momentum J=1/2. Lipkin where y=sin2g and Y=i=15/16. Namely, by considering the result of Eq. (17), the spin-flip probability (J is represented by the mixing angle. Therefore, the valence quark spins are given as
[ U+(z) -U-(z)], ndz[D+(z) -D-(z)] and iAdz[ G+(z) -G-(z)
]
XV=3Kl(3-4y)/(15-16y) .
(
Since (J is constrained as o~ (J~1, we have Llrf;vQ~1. From Eq. (18), the following relation is obtained:
From Eq. (19), we get the relation c. Therefore, the value of };v is strongly dependent on the structure of the proton. It is important to determine its value experimentally. As pointed out by Ramsey et al., 13) valence spin distributions in the proton are measured by the difference between the spin-spin asymmetries aLLd(J(pJ5 -+ 7[0 X) and aLLd(J(pp-+ 7[0 X). It is desirable to measure these processes.
The analyses of the data on the unpolarized structure function suggest that the magnitude of SUA3) symmetry breaking parameter nearly equals 2.5. 14 ) If this tendency (0) 1) is realized in the case of the polarized structure function, cases band d are excluded.
Lastly, we examine the total spin carried by the quarks (};q), which is defined as In conclusion, we have shown that the sea and gluon polarizations in the proton are classified into five cases due to the magnitudes of the valence quark spins and the SU f (3) symmetry breaking parameter. We have found that the valence quark spins are correlated to the model of the proton.
GlUck et al. 15 ) investigated the unpolarized parton distributions by the radiative generation model using the assumption that the nucleon consists of valence quarks and valence-like gluons at some low resolution scale. Their basic picture for nucleon is similar to ours as assumed in Eq. (13) . We have examined the sign and magnitude of the sea and gluon polarizations. The shape of the polarized structure function of the proton will be discussed elsewhere.
